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Decisions...Decisions!
The first option maximizes the retirement income from 
your pension or profit-sharing plan while you’re alive, 
but benefits cease upon your death. Should you elect 
this option at retirement and die shortly thereafter, your 
spouse may be left with no source of continuing income.

The second option provides a smaller retirement benefit 
while you are both living, but ensures that your spouse 
receives an income in case you die first. But in many 
instances, if your spouse dies before you, you will 
continue to receive the lower pension benefit for the 
rest of your life, even though your spouse never received 
any income.

Neither choice sounds very appealing, does it? 
Fortunately, there may be an additional choice called 
Pension Maximization.

Pension Maximization:  
What You Need to Know
The Pension Maximization technique combines 
purchasing a life insurance policy with electing the 
“maximum pension benefit with no survivor benefit” 
option for your pension. With this technique, you may 
be able to:

• Maximize your pension benefits during your lifetime.

•  Help provide for your spouse’s financial independence 
through the life insurance coverage.

•  Use existing savings to help supplement your retirement 
income with a tax-deferred product.

This concept can work if the insurance is purchased at 
the time of retirement (ideally, the premiums are lower 
than the pension gained by taking a “single life” option), 
but you should note, it may not work if there are any 
health problems at that time. Therefore, it is generally 
better to ensure that the proper insurance is in place to 
help provide a secure retirement income for your spouse.

Retirement is a time for you to reap the benefits of a lifetime of planning and saving. But what if your 
preparations aren’t enough? What if the pension you primarily counted on to maintain your lifestyle for 
you and your spouse isn’t as much as you thought it would be? Consider this. At or prior to retirement, 
you may be required by your employer to make an irrevocable choice of either a “maximum pension 
benefit with no survivor benefits,” or a “reduced pension benefit with survivor benefits.”
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Important note

At retirement, the spouse must sign a waiver to make 

it clear that a single life pension is acceptable.
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How Pension Maximization Works
This graph illustrates how pension maximization works 
while both you and your spouse are living, or when only 
one of you is living.

Pension Maximization in Action
Carl Robinson, age 52, married to Catherine, age 50, 
has been working for Company XYZ for the past 25 
years and is planning to retire at age 65. Recently, Carl 
received an estimate from his representative in Human 
Resources who told him that at age 65, he would receive 
$2,500/month from his pension plan, provided he 
doesn’t elect a survivorship benefit. Carl is concerned 
that if he dies first, Catherine will not see any of his 
remaining pension benefit. Without survivor benefits, 
Carl’s early death would mean that most of his pension 
will be wasted.

If Carl elects the survivorship benefit, his payments will 
be reduced to $2,100/month, but Catherine will receive 
a predictable income of $1,050/month (based on a 
50% survivorship benefit) after his death. The problem 
with choosing a survivorship benefit is that if Catherine 
lives for a short period of time and dies before Carl, Carl 
will face a lifetime of reduced pension income, even 
though Catherine and he never received any financial 
benefit from electing this option. If they both live full 
lives and die within a year or so of each other, little 
benefit is ever realized after years of a reduced pension.

Alternatively, Carl can choose to take the maximum 
pension benefit ($2,500) with no survivor benefit and 
purchase a life insurance policy 
prior to his retirement. It is 
recommended that Carl select an 
amount that would provide 
Catherine with a similar income 
benefit to what it would have been 
if he had chosen the survivorship 
benefit ($1,050/month).

The life insurance 
premiums can be paid 
while Carl works, or paid using discretionary income. As 
previously mentioned, it is better for Carl to purchase 
the life insurance policy sooner than later to reduce the 
cost of insurance and to take advantage of his current 
good health. If Carl continues to work and accrue 
benefits, he needs to consider whether the life insurance 
policy will be large enough to provide a real choice upon 
actual retirement at a later date.

In this scenario, the advantages are:
•  Carl and Catherine receive larger pension benefits 

while Carl is alive.

•  If Catherine dies first, Carl can surrender the policy for 
cash surrender or leave a death benefit to his children.

•  If Carl dies prior to retirement, Catherine gets the 
face amount of the insurance policy.

•  Catherine controls how the death benefit is invested 
if Carl dies first.

•  A portion of the death benefit proceeds (payable in 
monthly installments) will be income-tax-free if the 
death benefit is used to buy an annuity. Typically, 
pension income is fully taxable.

•  Loan capability may be available on the life insurance 
policy, but, if outstanding, will reduce the net death 
benefit payable.

•  Flexibility to change the beneficiary under the life 
insurance policy that you may not have under the 
pension benefit.

Carl’s Monthly Income at Retirement (age 65)

With No Survivorship Benefit With 50% Survivorship Benefit

$2,500 Carl – $2,100 Catherine – $1,050



Points to Consider about Pension Maximization:
•  If your pension annuity payments have a cost-of-living adjustment, you will need to factor the cost to purchase a much 

larger amount of insurance in order to provide your spouse with a comparable retirement income.

•  By not electing the reduced pension survivorship benefit, in some cases your spouse may lose all rights to any retiree 
medical coverage if your employer sponsors the coverage. Sometimes this coverage is linked to receiving pension 
benefits, which would terminate when Carl died if he selects the maximum pension benefit.

•  The person on whom the insurance would be issued must be able to qualify for the purchase of life insurance before any 
further analysis is done.

•  You may want the spouse who signs the waiver to own the life insurance in order to ensure the insurance policy remains 
in effect.

•  Failure to keep the life insurance in force up to the insured’s death will result in no death benefit proceeds for the spouse.

Is Pension Maximization Right for You? 
It depends on a number of factors, such as your financial situation, health, objectives, and the options and benefits you 
have under your employer’s retirement plan. Your financial, legal and tax advisors can assist you with your decisions and 
in developing the strategy that is most appropriate for you.
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